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DAY 2: Vladimir Lenin
In the morning enjoy our special sightseeing tour
“Communist experiment”
In the afternoon visit  the mighty  Moscow Kremlin
“Citadel of communist regime” and the Red Square

DAY 3: Joseph Stalin
In the morning “Secret life of Moscow Skyscrapers”
tour.
In the afternoon we offer you to explore impressive
Moscow Metro and take part in a special guided tour
“Great victories of XX Century” (visits to VDNKH and
Park Pobedy)

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS:TOUR HIGHLIGHTS:DAY 1: Back to USSR!
Welcome to Russia! Guided airport arrival transfer
and hotel “check in”.
Spend the rest of the day preparing for an exciting full
day of touring tomorrow.

DAY 4: Leonid Brezhnev
Enjoy special tour dedicated to" SPACE PIONEERS ”
(visit to Cosmonautics museum)
In the afternoon you will unravel all Secrets of Cold
War visiting guided tour to Underground Bunker
Tagansky

DAY 5: Goodbye, Moscow!
Hotel “check out”. Transfer to the airport

A huge open-air museum, it was established in
1935 and during the Soviet times hosted more
than 300 national and international exhibitions,
conferences and seminars each year.

There are 3,500 exhibits including full scale
model of the Soviet-era space station Mir, which
visitors can walk through. Museum is even more
modern than museum in Washington. You can go
inside the exhibits and touch everything!

After a ride on a rapid elevator 65 meters under the
ground you will see one of the most secret military
facilities of the USSR – a Secured Command Post
«Tagansky». During the visit you will pass through
the secret tunnels, see samples of arming and
communication equipment.
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